MOVING MINDS AND BODIES

USC’s Clinical Exercise Research Center held a new four-week summer course meant to introduce high school students from across the country to the field of kinesiology. The students took a number of field trips, including one to a movie stunt training facility to learn how actors film the same sequence, like a fight scene, over and over again without injury.

READ MORE

DIVERSIFYING THE RESEARCH FIELD

As part the USC DIA JumpStart

USC OT/PT SUMMER INSTITUTE IS DIVERSIFYING TOMORROW’S WORKFORCE TODAY
program, the USC Division of Biokinesiology and Physical Therapy hosted students across six labs, offering them opportunities to assist with existing studies and work on their own research endeavors — with help from faculty advisors.

READ MORE

A partnership between the Division and USC Chan provides underrepresented students an opportunity to explore careers in physical therapy and occupational therapy. From last year's inaugural class of 17 students, seven have already been admitted to USC's occupational therapy and physical therapy doctoral programs.

READ MORE

STORY IDEAS?

Have story ideas for future edition of *inMotion Monthly*? Email us at ptcomm@usc.edu.